Type 2M and Type 2A von Willebrand Disease: Similar but Different
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Overview of VWD

VWD is considered to be the most common inherited bleeding disorder, and is caused by deficiencies and/or defects in the plasma protein von Willebrand factor (VWF). The true prevalence of VWD is unknown; although epidemiological studies estimate a value up to 1% of the general population, a more conservative prevalence based on clinical presentations of symptomatic patients would be around 1 in 10,000 (0.01%).

VWD is autosomally inherited and most commonly arises due to mutation/s in VWF, mapped at 12p13.3. VWD diagnosis requires the presence of a personal (typically lifelong) and family history of primarily mucocutaneous bleeding, as well as laboratory evidence of absence, deficiency, or defect in VWF.

According to the current classification scheme, there are six types of VWD (Table 1), characterized on the basis of quantitative deficiencies of VWF (VWD types 1 and 3) or qualitative defects in VWF (type 2 VWD), which may or may not be also associated with a quantitative deficiency of VWF.

Historically, the clinical presentation of hemophilia A and B has been considered “similar,” with the distinction essentially being made by laboratory testing (deficiency in factor VIII (FVIII) and FIX, respectively). However, although hemorrhages and muscle hematomas represent common types of bleeding in both disorders, with similarities in age of symptom onset and bleed frequency in patients with severe deficiency, there are significant differences in the type of genetic defects, prevalence of the disorders, and incidence of treatment complications, such as rates of inhibitor development, anaphylaxis, and nephrotic syndrome. Current thinking thus points to hemophilia B as being a potentially less severe hemophilic disorder than hemophilia A.

Likewise, types 2A and 2M von Willebrand disease (VWD) demonstrate both similarities and differences in their prevalence, genetic defects, laboratory test results, clinical features, and treatment responses. In this narrative review, we explore these two “subtypes” of type 2 VWD, identifying parallels and dissimilarities in various aspects of their presentation to clinicians and to scientists/laboratories.
VWF is a large, complex protein and has essential roles in both primary and secondary hemostasis (see the reports by Sadler et al., Yee and Kretz, and Peyvandi et al. for extensive reviews). In vivo biosynthesis of VWF is limited to endothelial cells and megakaryocytes. VWF is initially “constructed” with a prepropeptide configuration, comprising a 22-amino acid signal peptide (“pre”), a 741-amino acids propeptide, and the remaining mature VWF subunit of 2,050 amino acids. After synthesis in the endoplasmic reticulum of endothelial cells, the signal peptide is cleaved, and oligosaccharide chains are added using N-linked glycosylation. Dimerization of pro-VWF molecules then occurs through “tail-to-tail” intersubunit carboxyl termini disulfide bond formation. The N-linked oligosaccharide chains are further modified in the Golgi apparatus by a series of glycosidases and glycosyltransferases to produce complex-type carbohydrates, and additional oligosaccharide chains are added to each VWF monomer. Multimerization of pro-VWF dimers then takes place in the post-Golgi, involving another round of disulfide bond formation near the amino-termini of the subunits. Additional modifications in the trans-Golgi network include proteolytic removal of the large VWF propeptide, which is known to play an essential role in the multimer assembly (since deletion of the propeptide abolishes multimerization), but which is not required for VWF function in plasma.

Maturation of VWF then enters the plasma as a series of oligomers containing a variable numbers of subunits, ranging from a minimum of 2 to a maximum of around 40, with the largest (high molecular weight [HMW]) multimers having molecular weights in excess of 20,000 kDa. The VWF is released from endothelium into the plasma through a direct constitutive secretory pathway, or tubularized and stored in internal vesicles. Upon release, VWF circulates in the plasma in an inactive form and is activated by shear stress or platelet collagen receptors.

Table 1: Classification scheme for von Willebrand disease, phenotypic presentation, and clinical considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VWD type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Phenotypic presentation</th>
<th>Clinical considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Partial quantitative deficiency of VWF</td>
<td>Low levels of VWF, with VWF functional concordance (i.e., ratio of functional VWF/VWF:Ag approximates unity)</td>
<td>Severity of bleeding associated with level of VWF (the lower the level, the more severe the bleeding presentation). Therapy generally entails use of DDAVP or VWF concentrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>Decreased VWF-dependent platelet adhesion and a selective deficiency of high-molecular-weight (HMW) VWF multimers</td>
<td>Loss of HMW VWF. Usually low levels of VWF, with VWF functional discordance (i.e., ratios of RCo/A and CB/A typically &lt; 0.7)</td>
<td>Severity of bleeding associated with level and functionality of VWF. Therapy generally entails use of VWF concentrate. DDAVP is effective in a subset of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Increased affinity of VWF for platelet glycoprotein 1b</td>
<td>Low to normal levels of VWF, typically with VWF functional discordance (i.e., ratios of RCo/A and CB/A generally &lt; 0.7), loss of HMW VWF and (mild) thrombocytopenia. Atypical cases may not show this pattern. Defined by enhanced responsiveness in a RIPA assay</td>
<td>Generally presents with moderate or moderately severe bleeding. Therapy generally entails use of VWF concentrate. DDAVP may be considered contraindicated in these patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M</td>
<td>Decreased VWF-dependent platelet adhesion without a selective deficiency of high-molecular-weight (HMW) VWF multimers</td>
<td>Low to normal levels of VWF, usually with VWF functional discordance detected by RCo/A and CB/A generally &lt; 0.7, but relatively normal CB/A ratio. HMW VWF present, but multimers may show other abnormalities</td>
<td>Severity of bleeding associated with level and functionality of VWF. Therapy generally entails use of VWF concentrate. DDAVP is effective in a subset of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N</td>
<td>Markedly decreased binding affinity for factor VIII</td>
<td>Defined by VWF:FVIIIB assay, with low FVIIIB/VWF ratios</td>
<td>Generally present with moderate or moderately severe bleeding and may have a phenotype more typically seen in mild or moderate hemophilia A (due to factor VIII deficiency): soft tissue, joint, and urinary bleeding, and bleeding after invasive procedures. Therapy generally entails use of VWF concentrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Virtually complete deficiency of VWF</td>
<td>Typically defined by VWF levels &lt; 2 U/dL and FVIII &lt; 10 U/dL.</td>
<td>Most severe form of VWD, and patients show bleeding symptoms similar to moderate or severe hemophilia A. Therapy generally entails use of VWF concentrate (DDAVP is not effective)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CB/Ag, collagen binding to antigen ratio; DDAVP, desmopressin; FVIII, factor VIII; HMW, high molecular weight; RCo/A, ristocetin cofactor to antigen ratio; RIPA, ristocetin induced platelet agglutination (aggregation); VWD, von Willebrand disease; VWF, von Willebrand factor; VWF:Ag, von Willebrand factor antigen; VWF:FVIIIB, VWF FVIII binding assay.

Note: Classification scheme derived and adapted from Sadler et al.
organelles known as Weibel–Palade bodies, to be released later as required.

Upon exocytosis, rapid unfolding of VWF into ultra-long strings occurs, with VWF “docking” on the endothelial cells to permit adhesion to platelets. Thus, VWF stored within Weibel–Palade bodies of endothelial cells is composed of the largest multimeric species, ultra-large VWF (UL-VWF), which are usually not observed in normal plasma because of ADAMTS-13 (a disintegrin-like and metalloprotease with thrombospondin type 1 motif, member 13) cleavage at the time of secretion. Regulated secretion of stored VWF from endothelial cells occurs in response to several physiologically relevant agonists, including histamine and thrombin. VWF multimers and the VWF propeptide are secreted together in 1:1 stoichiometric amounts, but subsequently have different fates; the propeptide dissociates from VWF multimers and circulates independently as a noncovalent homodimer with a very short half-life of ~2 hours.

The D'-D3 domains of VWF represent the binding site for FVIII, and mutations in this region can lead to type 2N VWD. The D'-D3 domains are also possible binding sites for P-selectin, which has been determined to anchor newly released UL-VWF to the surface of activated endothelial cells and thus present the VWF cleavage site to ADAMTS-13. The A1 domain represents the binding site for the platelet glycoprotein Ib (GPIb) receptor, as well as binding sites for heparin, sulfated glycolipids, the snake venom botrocetin, and some forms of collagen, notably type VI. The A2 domain contains the ADAMTS-13 cleavage site. The A3 domain is the binding site for fibrillar collagen types I and III, and the C1 domain comprises the RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) sequence, being the binding site for the platelet integrin αIIbβ3 (►Fig. 1).

Type 1 VWD is usually inherited in an autosomal-dominant pattern and defines a quantitative deficiency of VWF in which the plasma VWF is otherwise functionally normal. In normal practice, type 1 VWD is identified by a low level of VWF antigen (VWF:Ag), but with similar levels of functional VWF (usually identified using VWF ristocetin cofactor [VWF:Rc] and collagen binding [VWF:CB]; ►Table 2). FVIII levels fall in parallel with VWF, but is normally present at levels higher than (~1.5 times that of) VWF.

Type 3 VWD has an autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance and defines the most severe defect, essentially describing an absence of VWF. In normal practice, type 3 VWD is identified by a low level of VWF:Ag < 2 to 5 U/dL (with actual cut-off value depending on a given laboratory’s assay sensitivity limits; ►Table 2).

In type 2 VWD patients, characterized by various qualitative defects of VWF, the level of VWF protein may be normal or reduced, and FVIII levels may also be low or normal. Most cases of type 2 VWD (including 2A, 2M, and 2B) are inherited in an autosomal-dominant pattern. Most cases of type 2 VWD (again including 2A, 2M, and 2B) also display a more complete penetrance of the disease than type 1 VWD. This is because some patients with type 1 VWD may carry a gene defect but may not display clinical symptoms, referred to as incomplete penetrance. In contrast, patients with type 2A, 2M, or 2B VWD gene defects are very likely to display clinical symptoms.

Type 2A VWD describes an absence or deficiency in HMW VWF, representing the forms of VWF that are most biologically active. Type 2A VWD is identified by loss of HMW VWF on multimer analysis or by coincident low VWF:Rc/Ag and low VWF:CB/Ag ratios (►Table 2).

Fig. 1 Protein structure of von Willebrand factor (VWF) showing domain position (middle of figure), ligand binding sites (above domain), and formation into multimers (top of figure). The approximate VWF exon location corresponding to the protein domain, as well as type 2 von Willebrand disease (VWD) mutation hotspots, are shown at the bottom of the figure.
Table 2: Differential identification of von Willebrand disease (VWD) and VWD type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VWD type</th>
<th>VWF: Ag</th>
<th>VWF: RCo</th>
<th>VWF: CB</th>
<th>FVIII:C</th>
<th>Multimers</th>
<th>RCo/Ag</th>
<th>CB/Ag</th>
<th>FVII/ VWF</th>
<th>Comments / additional testing b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>N to ↓↓</td>
<td>Normal pattern but reduced intensity</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>VWF levels between ~30 and 50 U/dL will generally not be associated with VWF mutations and may be considered as representing “low” VWF as a risk factor for bleeding. VWF levels below ~30 U/dL will often be associated with VWF mutations and can be considered as representing “true” VWD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>Loss of HMW VWF</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2A and 2B VWD can only be distinguished by means of RIPA. Platelet-type (PT) VWD phenotypically resembles 2B VWD; these can be distinguished by means of RIPA mixing studies, or by genetic analysis of VWF and/or platelet GPIb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>N to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>N to ↓↓</td>
<td>Loss of HMW VWF</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Phenotypically similar to hemophilia A; distinguish using VWF:FVIII binding assay or genetic analysis of FVIII and/or VWF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N</td>
<td>N to ↓↓</td>
<td>N to ↓↓</td>
<td>N to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>Normal pattern</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>2A and 2M VWD can only be distinguished by comprehensive or composite panel testing, including VWF:Ag, VWF:RCo (or GPIb binding assay), plus VWF:CB or multimer analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M</td>
<td>↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>↓ (↓ to ↓↓)</td>
<td>↓ (↓ to ↓↓)</td>
<td>↓ to ↓↓</td>
<td>No loss of HMW VWF; some multimer defects may be present</td>
<td>Low (platelet binding defect) or normal (collagen binding defect)</td>
<td>Low (collagen binding defect) or normal (platelet binding defect)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Type 3 VWD can only be identified when VWF tests are performed and these are sensitive to very low levels of VWF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>↓↓ (absent)</td>
<td>↓↓ (absent)</td>
<td>↓↓ (absent)</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>No VWF present</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Ag, antigen; CB, collagen binding; FVIII, factor VIII; GPIb, glycoprotein Ib (the platelet VWF receptor); HMW, high molecular weight (VWF); N, normal; NA, not applicable; RCo, ristocetin cofactor; RIPA, ristocetin-induced platelet aggregation; VWD, von Willebrand disease; VWF, von Willebrand factor.

aVWF GPIb binding assays (including the Siemens “Innovance” VWF Ac assay) will provide results that will most closely match VWF:RCo. Monoclonal antibody–based “activity” assays will also often match, but there will be some significant discrepancies. Low assay ratios are generally identified as < (0.5–0.7), with the actual value depending on the locally established cut-off; normal assay ratios are generally identified as > (0.5–0.7), again depending on the locally established cut-off.

bUnits: U/mL, U/dL, %, IU/mL, and IU/dL may alternatively be used as units for VWF and FVIII:C in various publications. Australia and the United States tend to use % or U/dL, but some hemophilia centers report FVIII in U/mL.
Type 2B VWD describes patients in which VWF is hyper-adhesive, which is then cleared from the circulation with "spontaneously" bound platelets, leading to a loss of HMW VWF and also sometimes (mild) thrombocytopenia. Type 2B VWD is identified by elevated response to ristocetin in a ristocetin-induced platelet aggregation (RIPA) assay, and in general these patients also present with reduced HMW VWF and thus coincident low VWF:RCO/Ag and low VWF:CB/Ag ratios (i.e., ratios similar to type 2A VWD; Table 2).

Type 2N VWD has an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern and reflects a defect in VWF that does not permit proper binding to FVIII. Like type 3 VWD, this leads to early proteolysis and loss of plasma FVIII, with consequent bleeding symptoms similar to those of mild or moderate hemophilia A. In normal practice, 2N VWD is identified using a VWF:FVIII binding assay or by genetic analysis of VWF, although these patients may be identified earlier because of reduced plasma FVIII:C/VWF:Ag ratios. In normal practice, type 2M VWD is generally identified by low VWF:RCO/Ag ratio, but no loss of HMW VWF on multimer gels, or in some laboratories, including ours, by the combination of low VWF:RCO/Ag but normal VWF:CB/Ag (Table 2). This concept is expanded on in later sections.

**Relative Incidence of VWD Types**

**Types 1 and 3 VWD**

In developed countries, type 1 VWD is generally identified as being the most common VWD type, representing over 70% of all identified VWD cases, although most of these patients present with only mildly reduced levels of VWF and with mild bleeding symptoms. Conversely, type 3 VWD is the least common VWD type in developed countries, usually representing <5% of VWD cases (and perhaps representing only ~1–5 cases per million population). This situation, however, is reversed in developing countries, with type 3 VWD more commonly identified than type 1 VWD. This is due to several factors, including a greater frequency of consanguineous relationships (leading to existence of more index cases of type 3 VWD) and the relatively high cost of treatment and low availability of diagnosis and treatment centers (thus, only patients with severe VWD are likely to seek clinical care).

**Type 2 VWD**

The incidence of type 2 VWD tends to be intermediate between the "extremes" of types 1 and 3 VWD, and generally represents a range from ~10 to 30% of identified VWD cases, although relative frequency of VWD types, as identified by different centers, varies according to the reporting center. This differential is depicted in Fig. 2, which shows data from a previously published evaluation. This depiction of differentially reported incidence is not meant to be definitive, but it does inform on the high variability of reported data, which in large part is determined by the ability of laboratories to appropriately differentiate between different types of VWD. This is particularly evident for type 2 VWD, which tends to represent the diagnostically most challenging forms of VWD.

Type 2A VWD is the most commonly identified and reported type 2 VWD (Fig. 2B), generally representing >50% of all type 2 VWD. In contrast, types 2N and 2B VWD are well recognized to be rare type 2 VWD forms, each representing generally <20% of type 2 VWD (or perhaps 5–10 cases per million population). Relevant to the current review, type 2M is either a rare or a common form of type 2 VWD, depending on the center reporting the data. The vast majority of centers either fail to identify type 2M VWD or identify it as a rare disorder (<10% of all type 2 VWD cases). However, a few centers, in particular from two geographies (Europe and Australia), identify that type 2M VWD is a common form of type 2 VWD, perhaps as common as 2A VWD. However, unlike the case of type 1 versus 3 VWD, where geographic discordance in incidence appears to at least partially reflect the "true" relative incidence, with 2A versus 2M VWD, the differentially reported incidence does not appear to be a "true" differential incidence, but rather simply a geographic disparity based on variable clinical/laboratory identification. Thus, it would appear that many clinicians/laboratories are simply failing to identify type 2M VWD as such, instead (mis)identifying these cases as either type 1 or 2A VWD.

**Fig. 2** (A) Differentially reported incidence of types 1, 2, and 3 von Willebrand disease (VWD) according to reporting center shown as percentage of VWD cases. (B) Differentially reported incidence of types 2A, 2M, 2B, and 2N VWD according to reporting center shown as percentage of type 2 VWD cases. (C) Relative reported incidence of types 2A and 2M VWD from individual centers shown as percentage of type 2 VWD cases (the more type 2A VWD cases reported, the fewer 2M cases reported). Data from Favaloro.
Evidence for “Misidentification” of Type 2M VWD and Its Under-Recognition

Evidence for the contention that 2M VWD is both highly misidentified and under-recognized comes from a variety of sources. As a prime example, we can highlight the outcome of the large “type 1 VWD” genetic studies undertaken in the mid-2000s. In one such study, comprising 150 index cases derived from 14 VWD treatment centers in 9 European countries and originally identified as type 1 VWD, a subgroup of 57 patients were later identified to have abnormal multimer patterns and showed a high prevalence of VWF gene mutations (94%, or 54 of 57 cases). In contrast, fewer mutations could be identified (55%, or 51 of 93 cases) in those cases with qualitatively normal VWF, characteristic of type 1 VWD. The eventual conclusion was that about one-third of the originally identified and recruited “type 1 VWD cases” would need to be reconsidered as being type 2 (these were later primarily classified as type 2M); thus, only the remaining group could be considered “true” type 1 VWD. Studies from two other groups have found similar results.

Thus, of a total of 194 families submitted to the Canadian type 1 VWD study, referred from 13 tertiary care, academic health centers across Canada, 12 families were later reclassified as type 2 VWD after reevaluation of the hemostasis studies from both the referral clinic and the central laboratory. In a subsequent analysis, a further 10 index cases were found to have either loss of HMW VWF (i.e., 2A VWD) or abnormal triplet patterns using multimer analysis (i.e., 2M VWD), and a further 11 cases with normal multimers were found to have low VWF:RCo/Ag ratios (<0.6) (i.e., 2M VWD). In total, then, 33/194 (17%) index cases originally identified as type 1 VWD could be reclassified as type 2 VWD (and primarily 2M VWD) following study reevaluation. Such difficulties in the differential identification of type 1 and 2M VWD were later better recognized by the Canadian group.

Finally, another study from the United Kingdom Haemophilia Centre Doctors Organization (UKHCDO) comprising 40 families, recruited through the national network of comprehensive care hemophilia centers affiliated to UKHCDO, were diagnosed to have type 1 VWD. A family could be included in this study if a consultant hematologist at a hemophilia center had made a diagnosis of type 1 VWD according to previous UKHCDO guidelines; there were recorded VWF:RCo levels of below 50 U/dL, the ratio of VWF:RCo/Ag was greater than 0.7, the plasma VWF multimer profile was normal, individuals had a history of significant mucocutaneous bleeding, and there was more than one family member with a diagnosis of type 1 VWD. However, following a review of submitted cases by the authors, six families (13.6%) were re-diagnosed to have type 2 VWD.

Additional evidence for continued misidentification of type 2M VWD as another type of VWD comes from recent External Quality Assessment (EQA) data. In the most recent exploration from our geography, our EQA provider sent participants samples from patients with type 2M VWD and these were more often misidentified as not being 2M VWD (70.6% of occasions) than correctly identified as 2M VWD (29.4% of occasions). One type 2M case, giving a median of 49 U/dL VWF:Ag, was more often misidentified as type 2A/2B VWD (46.7%) than 2M (34.8%). Another 2M case, giving a median of 189 U/dL VWF:Ag, was instead more often misidentified as being normal (not VWD) (36.4%), with identifications of type 2A/2B VWD (13.6%) also represented. In comparison, errors in identification of HMW VWF–reduced samples (i.e., 2A/2B VWD) only averaged 11.5%, a figure similar to those identified in earlier reports from this EQA program for 2B VWD.

Genetic Considerations

As previously noted, VWD most commonly arises due to mutation/s in VWF. However, mutations are not commonly identified in type 1 VWD unless plasma VWF levels fall below ~30 U/dL. In contrast, mutations are often identifiable in type 2 VWD cases, with evident hotspots according to the gene locality and the arising structural protein change. For example, most mutations yielding 2N VWD occur within exons 18 to 24 (and representing the D domain where FVIII binds to VWF). Interestingly, however, type 2A VWD causing mutations can supposedly occur at the 2B VWD mutation “hotspot,” and type 2M VWD causing mutations can supposedly occur at the 2A VWD mutation “hotspot,” and so on. Moreover, some mutations have been reported to cause “both” 2A and 2M VWD, whereas others have been reported to cause “both” 2B and 2M VWD, and others reported to cause “both” 2A and 2B VWD, etc. It is likely that at least some of the above cases will represent misidentification of VWD type, or at least a perspective of differential identification (i.e., different laboratories will simply differentially call the same VWD case as either 2A, 2B, or 2M VWD based on their particular case work-up).

Attempts to differentially distinguish type 2M VWD on the basis of genetic mutations and phenotypic laboratory test patterns have been attempted and reported by several authors. For example, Penas et al. reported on a group of patients with the genetic mutation p.R1374C, responsible for type 2M VWD according to their study, but often misdiagnosed as type 1 VWD by others, and representing a high frequency in their geography of northwestern Spain (Galicia). They reported that the VWF:CB (using type 1 collagen) did not identify the defective platelet binding of the mutated VWF, highlighting the added discriminatory value of the VWF:CB as a supplementary assay to VWF:RCo to the diagnosis of VWD.

Laboratory Phenotypic Considerations

Type 2M and Type 2A VWD: A Similar Disorder as Phenotypically Identified by Most Laboratories

Type 2B and 2N VWD have “specific” phenotypic assays that permit their “definitive” identification. Type 2B VWD is characterized by enhanced binding to platelet GP Ib, which is most often explored by use of RIPA. Classically, 2B VWD is defined by a response to low-dose ristocetin (≤0.5 mg/dL) in this assay.
although some 2B VWD cases only show enhanced response at levels closer to 0.7 mg/dL.33 There are other alternate assays available, albeit less often utilized, but essentially, it is difficult to “diagnose” a case of VWD as being type 2B VWD without evidencing enhanced GPIb binding (unless genetic analysis confirms a known 2B VWD–causing mutation, albeit with the caveats identified in section “Genetic Considerations”). Similarly, type 2N VWD is characterized by reduced binding of VWF to FVIII, which is most often explored by use of the VWF–FVIII binding assay (VWF:FVIII).32,34 Again, it is difficult to establish a “diagnosis” of type 2N VWD without showing reduced VWF–FVIII binding (unless genetic analysis confirms a known 2N VWD–causing mutation).

The situation with types 2A and 2M VWD is different. Both types 2A and 2M VWD are qualitative VWD disorders characterized by relative loss of VWF activity, and will yield similar levels of most phenotypic laboratory VWD markers (Table 2; Fig. 4). Thus, 2A and 2M VWD will both express similar levels of VWF:Ag (low or normal), similar levels of FVIII:C (also low or normal), and similar levels of VWF:RCo (low in both), yielding also low VWF:RCo/Ag ratios in both. These three assays (VWF:Ag, VWF:RCo, and FVIII:C) comprise the most commonly performed VWD diagnostic test panel, and as they yield values essentially indistinguishable between 2A and 2M VWD, it is not possible to differentiate between 2A and 2M VWD if these are the only assays utilized as the laboratory VWD test panel. Moreover, laboratories using such test panels will in general preferentially identify cases yielding test patterns consistent with either 2A or 2M VWD as being 2A VWD,27 simply because of reporting bias (widespread perception that 2A VWD cases are more common than 2M, and greater recognition of 2A VWD as a type 2 VWD subtype).

**Type 2M and Type 2A VWD: Phenotypically Different in Some Laboratories**

However, types 2A and 2M VWD are also phenotypically different by laboratory testing, and there are tests that enable distinction between the two diagnoses. One of these (type 2A VWD) is characterized by relative loss of HMW VWF (due to decreased production or increased proteolysis), whereas the other (type 2M VWD) is not associated with a ("substantial") loss of HMW VWF, but rather the loss of specific activity/activities due to specific VWF mutations causing reduction in, for example, GPIb binding or collagen binding, or in some case both GPIb and collagen binding, and in other potential cases other defects.2,3 The previous quality (no "substantial" loss of HMW VWF in 2M VWD) is important, because some forms of type 2M may show a "minor" loss of HMW VWF, which may cause some laboratories to identify these as 2A VWD, and others will reflect that this is mentioned in the classification criteria2 and call these cases 2M VWD.

Although definitive (differential) diagnosis of 2M and 2A VWD would therefore require performance of VWF multimers, to investigate whether or not there is a ("substantial") loss of HMW VWF (loss = 2A VWD; no "substantial" loss = 2M VWD), this is in itself problematic. First, VWF multimers are only performed by a small proportion of VWD testing laboratories,35 usually only between 1 and 25% depending on the geography; in any case, certainly far more laboratories do not perform multimer testing than do perform multimer testing. Second, several EQA providers have reported on the high level of "diagnostic" error associated with performance of the multimer assay. One such study reported an overall average error rate of 15% associated with VWF multimer performance, with 5% of laboratories reporting a loss of HMW VWF in normal samples, 18% reporting a loss of HMW VWF in type 1 VWD samples, and 18% reporting a normal multimer pattern in HMW-reduced type 2 VWD.36 Another study was more concerning,37 associating performance of VWF multimers with a 23% error rate for normal samples and an up to 52% error rate in type 1 VWD. These error rates are generally higher than error rates associated with performance of phenotypic laboratory tests, which usually average around 10%.26,27,29 Data reflecting errors associated with use on VWF multimers from “expert centers” are not

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type 2A vs. 2M VWD</th>
<th>Phenotypically Different in Some Laboratories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Type 2A VWD characterized by relative loss of HMW VWF (due to decreased production or increased proteolysis).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Type 2M VWD not associated with a (“substantial”) loss of HMW VWF, but rather the loss of specific activity/activities due to specific VWF mutations causing reduction in, for example, GPIb binding or collagen binding, or in some case both GPIb and collagen binding, and in other potential cases other defects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The previous quality (no “substantial” loss of HMW VWF in 2M VWD) is important, because some forms of type 2M may show a “minor” loss of HMW VWF, which may cause some laboratories to identify these as 2A VWD, and others will reflect that this is mentioned in the classification criteria and call these cases 2M VWD.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3** Reported type 2 von Willebrand disease (VWD) mutations in exon 28. Relative position along exon 28 shown on x-axis, and whether this mutation was reported for a type 2A, 2M, or 2B mutation is indicated by the symbols and y-axis. Note the relatively high number of reported type 2A mutations at the end of exon 28, and the relatively high number of reported type 2B mutations at the start of exon 28. Fewer mutations have been reported for type 2M VWD, but this is likely due at least in part to under-recognition of type 2M VWD. Note also some overlap in reported types, so that 2A and 2M VWD have also been reported in the 2B VWD “hotspot,” and so on. Some of these events may reflect subtype misidentification of some cases. Data from online VWD database.30
Table 3 Do the same or similar mutations really cause different types of VWD?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VWD type reported</th>
<th>DNA change</th>
<th>Protein change^a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 2M</td>
<td>c.3686_3797conNG_001212.3:g.6417_6528</td>
<td>p.[(V1229G; N1231T; S1263 = ; P1266Q)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2M</td>
<td>c.3686_3797conNG_001212.3:g.6417_6528</td>
<td>p.[(V1229G; N1231T; S1263 = ; P1266Q)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2M</td>
<td>c.3686_3797conNG_001212.3:g.6417_6528</td>
<td>p.[(V1229G; N1231T; S1263 = ; P1266Q)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2B</td>
<td>c.3687_3797conNG_001212.3:g.6417_6528</td>
<td>p.[(V1229G; N1231T; V1245 = ; S1263 = ; P1266L)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Type 2B

| c.3797C > A     | p.(P1266Q) |
| c.3797C > A     | p.(P1266Q) |
| c.3797C > T     | p.(P1266L) |

Type 2A

| c.3835G > A     | p.(V1279I) |
| c.3835G > A     | p.(V1279I) |
| c.3835G > A     | p.(V1279I) |
| c.3835G > T     | p.(V1279F) |

Type 2A

| c.3923G > A     | p.(R1308H) |
| c.3923G > C     | p.(R1308P) |

Type 2B

| c.3940G > C     | p.(V1314L) |
| c.3940G > T     | p.(V1314F) |

Type 2M

| c.3943C > T     | p.(R1315C) |

Type 1 (type 2A)

| c.3943C > T     | p.(R1315C) |

Type 2B

| c.4010C > T     | p.(P1337L) |

Type 2A

| c.4010C > T (+ c.823T > C) | p.(P1337L) |
| c.4010C > T     | p.(P1337L) |

Type 2B (type 2A)

| c.4120C > T     | p.(R1374C) |

Type 2M

| c.4120C > T     | p.(R1374C) |

Type 1 (type 2A/2M)

| c.4120C > T     | p.(R1374C) |

Type 2A

| c.4120C > T     | p.(R1374C) |

Note: Data are from the von Willebrand disease (VWD) database,\(^30\) and restricted to exon 28. Some identical mutations and some similar mutations have been reported in the same location as leading to different types of VWD by different researchers. This is likely to be due to differential identification of type 2 VWD subtypes rather than these mutations actually causing different VWD types.

\^aLetters refer to amino acid codes: C, cysteine; G, glycine; F, phenylalanine; H, histidine; I, isoleucine; L, leucine; N, asparagine; P, proline; Q, glutamine; R, arginine; S, serine; T, threonine; V, valine.

reassuring either. The previously mentioned genetic type 1 VWD studies\(^20\)–\(^22\),\(^24\) misidentified around 15 to 20% of type 2 VWD cases as type 1 VWD, and multimer analysis comprised at least a proportion of the initial case work up for many of these misidentified cases.\(^38\) Whether associated errors reflect methodological issues or interpretation of VWF multimers is not clear, and both may contribute to the error rate.

This diagnostic problem can therefore in part be mitigated by use of a more comprehensive test panel that includes the VWF:CB assay, to help generate differential test patterns, as well as using surrogate measures for multimer analysis.\(^18\),\(^19\),\(^39\)–\(^42\) Thus, in type 2A VWD, loss of HMW VWF will be captured by evidence of combined low VWF:RCo plus low VWF:CB, as well as combined discordant (low) VWF:RCo/Ag and VWF:CB/Ag, given that both VWF:RCo and VWF:CB are sensitive to loss of HMW VWF. In contrast, most cases of type 2M VWD comprise VWF mutations that lead to loss of GPIb binding (identified by VWF:RCo and other GPIb-binding assays), but often these mutations have limited or no effect on collagen binding,
Fig. 4 Phenotypic test patterns identified in types 2A and 2M VWD. (A, B) The dashed horizontal lines indicate the typical normal/abnormal cut-off values of 50 U/dL for VWF parameters and 0.7 for assay ratios. Both 2A and 2M VWD in general show low (or occasionally normal) levels of von Willebrand factor (VWF:Ag) and correspondingly lower (discordant) levels of VWF ristocetin cofactor (VWF:RCo), with resultant low VWF:RCo/VWF:Ag (RCo/Ag) ratios (generally <0.7). VWF collagen binding is also correspondingly low in type 2A VWD, with resultant low VWF:CB/VWF:Ag (CB/Ag) ratios (generally <0.7). However, in type 2M VWD, VWF:CB may be less affected by the VWF mutation and yield values more similar to VWF:Ag, and thus CB/Ag ratios may be normal (i.e., >0.7), or at least higher than RCo/Ag ratios. These test patterns can also be evidenced from results of desmopressin (DDAVP) trials (C–H). Thus, substantial increments in VWF:Ag and FVIII:C (not shown) occur in response to DDAVP in both 2A (C, E, G) and 2M (D, F, H) VWD cases. Conversely, VWF:RCo fails to substantially increase in both 2A and 2M VWD in response to DDAVP. Differentially, however, VWF:CB does not generally increase in type 2A VWD, but often increases in type 2M VWD. Thus, as a general rule, low RCo/Ag plus low CB/Ag ratios post-DDAVP "equals" 2A VWD and low RCo/Ag plus normal CB/Ag ratios post-DDAVP "equals" 2M VWD. Data from our laboratory.
and thus VWF:CB/Ag ratios are usually normal, or at least closer to normal than VWF:RCo/Ag.\textsuperscript{4,5,9,14,16,18,19,26,27,29}

Thus, laboratories can utilize the differential patterns of low VWF:RCo/Ag plus low VWF:CB/Ag as most likely identifying HMW VWF reduction (and thus a type 2A or 2B or platelet-type [PT] VWD, which can then be differentiated with RIPA assessment), whereas a pattern of low VWF:RCo/Ag plus normal VWF:CB/Ag ratio is inconsistent with HMW VWF reduction (providing that both VWF:RCo and VWF:CB are confirmed to be sensitive to the presence or loss of HMW VWF) and thus must be identifying a type 2M VWD. Naturally, not all cases presenting with low VWF:RCo and VWF:CB are confirmed to be sensitive to the presence or loss of HMW VWF.

In our laboratory, we can usually demonstrate such differential patterns and we have previously validated this approach for the differential identification of types 2A versus 2M VWD, as previously extensively reported.\textsuperscript{43–46} An example of the distinction is provided in Fig. 4. In our laboratory, we also supplement our differential diagnostic approach with the results of any available desmopressin (DDAVP) trials, which are often conducted in these patients to assess responsiveness as an aid to management.\textsuperscript{43–46} Again, several examples of the differential patterns observed in types 2A versus 2M VWD are shown in Fig. 4. Here, DDAVP tends to yield substantial increments in VWF:Ag (and FVIII:C [not shown]) in both 2A and 2M VWD cases. Conversely, DDAVP fails to yield substantial increments in VWF:RCo in both 2A and 2M VWD cases. The differential in response is seen in the VWF:CB pattern, which does not generally increase in type 2A VWD, but does often increase in type 2M VWD. Thus, an unclear type 2A/2M case may be diagnostically clarified post-DDAVP as low VWF:RCo/Ag plus low VWF:CB/Ag ratios post-DDAVP (\(-2A\) VWD) versus low VWF:RCo/Ag plus normal VWF:CB/Ag ratios post-DDAVP (\(-2M\) VWD).

**Conclusion for Laboratory Phenotype**

Phenotypically, types 2A and 2M VWD show great similarity using the common or core laboratory test panels, meaning FVIII, VWF:Ag, and VWF:RCo assays. Thus, if laboratories restrict their test panels to these three assays, they will often misidentify type 2M VWD as either 2A VWD (with low VWF:RCo/Ag ratio) or type 1 VWD (with normal VWF:RCo/Ag ratio). Performance of VWF multimers may assist the discrimination of types 2A and 2M VWD; however, these assays are rarely performed, and when performed are themselves associated with a high error rate. Addition of a VWF:CB assay aids in the discrimination of 2A and 2M VWD according to the differential test patterns observed in these cases (Fig. 4). Unfortunately, there remain several barriers to incorporation of a VWF:CB to the test panel in many laboratories. These include: (1) an unfortunate general lack of recognition of the added value of VWF:CB to laboratory diagnosis of VWD; (2) the additional cost of performing an extra test, with possibility that this may not be reimbursed by government funding; (3) the lack of regulatory-cleared assays in certain geographies (for example, there is no Food and Drug Administration–cleared assay in the United States).\textsuperscript{35} Finally, not all VWF:CB assays are identical, and some have better utility than others.\textsuperscript{42,47,48} Thus, not only should laboratories incorporate a VWF:CB into their test repertoire, but also they need to incorporate the “right” VWF:CB.

**Clinical and Management Considerations**

**Type 2M and Type 2A VWD: Similar Clinical Disorders with Similar Management**

In simplistic terms, type 2M and 2A VWD are clinically similar because they are both disorders of primary hemostasis and their management involves replacement of VWF. As discussed in the section “Laboratory Phenotypic Considerations,” there is significant variability in laboratory classification of types 2A and 2M VWD; one under-recognized consequence is a relative lack of prospective data in well-characterized cohorts, which can then be utilized to compare clinical features and treatment responses in the less frequent VWD subtypes. Thus, since many cases of 2M VWD have likely been “misdiagnosed” as type 2A (or even type 1) VWD, there is a historical melding of clinical features in these VWD subtypes, especially 2A and 2M VWD. As our knowledge of specific genetic mutations giving rise to particular laboratory phenotypes grows, the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying VWD subtypes will be better understood and ultimately we may be able to predict differences in clinical manifestations and subsequently choose more specific treatments for individual VWD subtypes. At present, clinical descriptions and treatment guidelines remain very similar for 2A and 2M VWD.\textsuperscript{1}

Type 2A and 2M VWD may have normal or reduced levels of VWF:Ag and FVIII, but they both have a qualitative defect evidenced by reduced VWF:RCo, which indicates impaired interaction with the platelet GPIb complex and distinguishes them from type 1 VWD with an isolated quantitative defect. The clinical bleeding diathesis of VWF disorders is related to the degree of VWF deficiency and the type or severity of the VWF defect. Although the type of VWD influences the clinical phenotype in general, bleeding is typically of mucocutaneous type, including epistaxis, oral cavity bleeding, gastrointestinal bleeding, and menorrhagia, due to impaired VWF-dependent platelet adhesion in both 2A and 2M VWD.\textsuperscript{49} In many of these patients, the level of FVIII is normal, and thus therapy should in general aim to only correct the missing functional VWF.

DDAVP administration triggers release of VWF and FVIII from endothelial cells.\textsuperscript{50,51} In type 1 VWD, cellular VWF is usually normal and thus in the majority of these patients it may be used as first-line therapy for minor surgery and bleeding. However, DDAVP is only effective in a proportion of type 2A and 2M VWD patients. Observations from a large Italian registry showed response rates of 26 and 33%, respectively.\textsuperscript{15} Consequently, it is necessary to undertake a DDAVP trial to determine an individual’s pattern of response to DDAVP, although the response pattern is consistent within families, so that a parent’s response may be used to predict that of an affected child.\textsuperscript{50} A test dose of 0.3 \(\mu g/kg\) in 50 mL normal saline administered intravenously...
over 30 minutes is assessed by performing preinfusion testing of FVIII:C, VWF:Ag, and VWF:RCo (and in our laboratory also VWF:CB and platelet function analyzer, PFA-100/200) and repeat testing is done at 1 hour, 2 to 4 hours, and 24 hours postinfusion. There are alternate routes of DDAVP administration available in some countries, including subcutaneous and nasal preparations. These may also require a different dose of administration. Responders show a two- to fivefold increase from baseline and levels remain above 30 U/dL by 4 hours postinfusion unless VWF and/or FVIII clearance is significantly increased, but by 24 hours levels generally return to baseline.\textsuperscript{3,50} Adverse effects of DDAVP infusion are similar for both 2A and 2M VWD and include facial flushing, hypertension or hypotension, tachycardia, headache, gastrointestinal upset, and hypotremia, rarely complicated by seizures. DDAVP should be avoided in patients with increased risk for cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease due to case reports of arterial thromboembolism.\textsuperscript{3} In circumstances where DDAVP is ineffective, response is inadequate, or its use is contraindicated, VWF concentrates are given intravenously, to treat or prevent bleeds, and efficacy is monitored clinically and by laboratory testing using the same tests as used for VWD diagnosis.\textsuperscript{3}

Current VWF replacement therapy involves use of the same locally available concentrate for all types of VWD irrespective of the underlying VWF defect or VWF/FVIII deficiency. Currently available therapies contain both plasma-derived VWF and FVIII concentrates with a variable proportion of VWF/FVIII in products available in different geographic locations.\textsuperscript{52,53} This has important implications for therapeutic management, particularly for types 2A and 2M VWD, when FVIII levels may be normal. Some concentrates have relatively high, and others relatively low, proportional levels of FVIII, and few concentrates are essentially FVIII deficient or only contain VWF. Similar differences in the level of HMW VWF between different VWF concentrates can also be identified.\textsuperscript{52,53} Treatment protocols for different geographic regions with respect to their specific concentrate products are summarized in our recent review.\textsuperscript{52} Pharmacokinetic studies are also used to optimize individual therapy. Laboratory tests for VWF:RCo and VWF:CB are more appropriate measures of the efficacy of replacement therapies than FVIII:C levels in types 2A and 2M VWD.\textsuperscript{5}

The development of recombinant human VWF (rVWF) may overcome limitations of plasma-derived products, including the availability of plasma donors, potential for viral transmission, variable product composition (including deficiency of HMW VWF multimers in some), and allergic reactions associated with extraneous plasma proteins. Vonociag alfa is an rVWF product synthesized in a Chinese hamster ovary cell line and has recently been tested in two clinical trials in patients with severe VWD.\textsuperscript{54,55} In a recent phase I dose escalation study, a single 50 IU/kg dose of rVWF–rFVIII appeared safe with no anaphylaxis, no thrombotic events, and no inhibitor development. Endogenous ADAMTS-13 was able to proteolysse the UL-VWF multimers of rVWF.\textsuperscript{54} Minor adverse events of tremor, pruritus, psychomotor hyperactivity, hypertension, nausea, dizziness, and variable sP-selectin values were noted. The rVWF appeared to show enhanced stabilization of endogenous FVIII and a longer terminal half-life. Gill et al have recently reported results of a phase III study of the safety, efficacy, and pharmacokinetics of rFVIII with or without rFVIII for the treatment of clinical bleeding.\textsuperscript{55} All bleeding episodes were successfully treated and a single infusion was sufficient in 81.8% of cases. Endogenous FVIII was stabilized for a prolonged period indicating that rFVIII infusions may not be required after a first dose or for type 2A and type 2M patients with normal FVIII levels; then, rVWF could potentially be administered alone enabling individualization of therapy.

Prophylaxis is rarely required in type 2A and type 2M VWD patients but may be commenced in patients with recurrent spontaneous bleeding.\textsuperscript{49} A separate chapter on prophylaxis in VWD is available elsewhere in this issue of the journal.\textsuperscript{56}

Antifibrinolytic agents impair fibrinolysis by inhibition of plasmin generation and are useful adjunctive therapies in both 2A and 2M VWD patients with recurrent mucocutaneous bleeding.\textsuperscript{3} Other beneficial adjunctive therapies useful in both these VWD subtypes include an oral contraceptive agent or the Mirena, a levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine device, and iron therapy for women with menorrhagia.\textsuperscript{37} Aspirin and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents should be avoided in all patients with VWD since these agents impair platelet function, worsening the defect in primary hemostasis. In case reports, inhibition of angiogenesis by thalidomide has been reported to reduce refractory angiodyplasia-related bleeding. Most patients required a dose of at least 100 mg daily over a minimum period of 4 months.\textsuperscript{58}

**Type 2M and Type 2A VWD: Clinically Different Disorders That Perhaps Should Be Managed Differently?**

As discussed previously, there are many similarities in the clinical features and management of these VWD subtypes; however, there are also several differences. Type 2M VWD describes various qualitative defects not associated with loss of HMW VWF. The pathophysiological mechanisms underlying type 2A VWD vary with different genetic mutations and may be subclassified as group I mutations in which production of HMW multimers is impaired or group II in which synthesis and release of multimers is normal but they show increased susceptibility to ADAMTS13 proteolysis.\textsuperscript{59,60} Type 2M VWD shows both a normal multimeric pattern and normal ADAMTS13-mediated proteolysis.\textsuperscript{61} Castaman et al reported a 2-year prospective study comparing clinical bleeding risk in 46 type 2A patients and 61 type 2M VWD patients, all well characterized, including a standardized bleeding score, multimer analysis, and genetic analysis.\textsuperscript{49} FVIII and VWF:RCo values were similar in the two groups; however, baseline bleeding scores were higher in type 2A patients, despite the fact that their VWF:Ag values were also higher. Type 2A patients were also more likely to require treatment for spontaneous bleeding during the 2-year observation.
period with an incidence of 107/100 (95% confidence interval [CI], 88.3–131) patient years compared with 40/100 (95% CI, 30–53) patient years. This study suggests that type 2A VWD may be a clinically more severe disease. Gastrointestinal bleeding was more common in type 2A VWD, occurring in 36.9% patients compared with 3.3% patients with type 2M VWD. In acquired VWD associated with aortic stenosis, HMW multimers are lacking due to shear stress of blood flow across the valve, and the condition is also strongly associated with angiodysplasia, suggesting the HMW multimers may be particularly important in this type of gastrointestinal bleeding. Although the mechanisms are unproven, this may partially explain the differences seen in gastrointestinal bleeding between type 2A and type 2M VWD.

Kunicki et al examined the major haplotypes of seven candidate genes (GP1BA, ITGA2B, ITGB3, G6, VWF, FGB, and IL6) but found that only genetic differences in expression of ITGA2B encoding integrin subunit α2 of platelet collagen receptor were associated with bleeding phenotype in type 2 VWD. Favaloro et al also raised the question of whether the increased gastrointestinal bleeding may represent a failure of VWF–collagen interaction based on the different pathophysiology in these two VWD subtypes.

Treatment modalities have been discussed above; however, there is one study suggesting that although responses to DDAVP are highly variable, they are generally better in type 2M than 2A VWD. Since the molecular defect in group 1 variants of 2A VWD results in impaired synthesis and secretion of VWF, this may partially explain the reduced response to DDAVP compared with type 2M VWD as this agent acts by increasing secretion of VWF. DDAVP may be less effective if secretion is already impaired by the underlying genetic defect.

Also related to DDAVP responsiveness is the recognized differential pattern seen in types 2A and 2M VWD, as previously highlighted. Thus, although VWF:Ag and FVIII:C show good increments in both 2A and 2M VWD post-DDAVP, and VWF:RCo fails to show any substantial increment in both 2A and 2M VWD, by including VWF:CB testing in the post-DDAVP protocol, this will often show an increment in type 2M VWD but not in type 2A (Fig. 4).

As partially explored above, there are substantial differences in the composition of different VWF concentrates. Different production techniques for VWF concentrates can affect the retention or loss of HMW VWF, the most adhesive or functional forms of VWF. A concentrate containing HMW VWF would provide greater adhesive hemostatic efficacy than one relatively devoid of HMW VWF and would be the ideal choice of therapy for type 2A VWD, since it would directly replace the specific absence of HMW multimers. However, “replacement” of HMW VWF may be less important in type 2M VWD, since these forms of VWF are not substantially missing in type 2M VWD cases, which instead are suffering qualitative defects associated with the VWF mutation. Thus, although current treatment of 2A and 2M VWD is similar and entails the same replacement VWF concentrates, this may not be ideal, nor might it be the case in a future VWD treatment landscape, where use of recombinant products may eventually permit tailoring of therapy to the disorder. Laboratory testing of concentrates uses surrogate markers to provide an estimate of the level of “specific” VWF activity (VWF:RCo/Ag or VWF:CB/Ag ratios). This may also become more important in the future with the advent of tailored therapy. Finally, as mentioned above, the availability of tailored rVWF concentrates may provide even greater clinical benefit to type 2A patients, since they have the potential to specifically replace the missing HMW multimers.

Conclusion for Clinical Management

With the improvement in laboratory recognition and classification of type 2A and 2M VWD, better characterized patient cohorts are being reported and evidence is emerging of some differences in clinical manifestations of these two conditions. However, current treatment remains largely similar with a minority of patients responsive to DDAVP and the majority requiring biological therapy with VWF concentrates still including FVIII in variable ratios, as well as potentially reflecting products with loss of HMW VWF. The advent of rVWF concentrates may change this in the near future.

Final Conclusion and Future Perspectives

As discussed in this narrative review, types 2A and 2M VWD reflect similar but also different bleeding disorders. These are largely summarized in Table 4. We, and others, believe there are sufficient differences in laboratory test results to clearly differentiate most cases of type 2A and 2M VWD. This differential can be achieved using VWF multimer analysis; however, most laboratories do not perform multimer analysis because of text complexity and requirement for specialized equipment. Moreover, when performed, there is a high error rate associated with use of VWF multimers, and so laboratories performing these tests may still often misidentify 2M VWD. Our own diagnostic strategy (outlined in Fig. 5) largely uses the differential test patterns of VWF:RCo versus VWF:CB to differentiate between qualitative defect (type 2 WVD) VWF samples expressing loss of HMW VWF (2A, 2B, or PT VWD) versus 2M VWD. In summary, low VWF:RCo/Ag plus low VWF:CB/Ag suggests loss of HMW VWF, whereas low VWF:RCo/Ag but normal VWF:CB:Ag is incompatible with a loss of HMW VWF and must be a type 2M VWD. This strategy presumes that the VWF:CB assay in use is sensitive to loss of HMW VWF, which we know our method to be, based on extensive characterization. In our experience, this differential is further accentuated in DDAVP testing (see Table 2 and Fig. 4).

Naturally, it is important to also recognize that, analogous to VWF level in type 1 VWD, some patients will be on an HMW multimer continuum between 2A and 2M and therefore relatively more difficult to categorize, even with the extended diagnostic panel with VWF:CB assay.

Clinically, types 2A and 2M VWD may show broadly similar features. However, many potential differentials may be currently blurred, due to likely under-recognition of type 2M VWD by previous workers in the field, and incorporation of
Table 4 Summary of similarities and differences for types 2A and 2M VWD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory test features</th>
<th>Similarities</th>
<th>Differences</th>
<th>Consequence/caveats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both show similar levels of VWF:Ag, FVIII, and VWF:RCo, and similar VWF:RCo/Ag ratios</td>
<td>Loss of HMW VWF in 2A VWD; no loss of HMW VWF in 2M VWD. May also show discrepancies in VWF:CB and VWF:CB/Ag ratios (low in 2A VWD; but in type 2M maybe normal and similar to type 1 VWD)</td>
<td>2M VWD often misdiagnosed as either 2A or type 1 VWD, and occasionally the diagnosis is missed and patients are not identified as having VWD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Clinical features | Both show broadly similar clinical symptoms | 2A VWD may be a more severe VWD than 2M VWD | Historical lack of recognition of 2M VWD means that differential clinical features may fail to be identified and will become increasingly recognized following better discrimination of 2A versus 2M |

| DDAVP response | Both show similar incremental rises in VWF:Ag and FVIII, with lack of response of VWF:RCo and of VWF:RCo/Ag ratios. | May show discrepancies in response for VWF:CB and VWF:CB/Ag ratios (lack of response in 2A VWD; maybe good response in 2M VWD and similar to type 1 VWD) | Able to utilize DDAVP response to help differentially diagnose 2A and 2M VWD |

| Therapy with VWF concentrates | Both currently treated similarly with the same concentrates and same dosing | Same concentrate and dosing may not reflect ideal therapy for all forms of VWD, including 2A and 2M VWD | Future recognition of 2M VWD may identify more tailored therapies for 2A and 2M VWD, and this may differ between 2A and 2M |

Abbreviations: Ag, antigen; CB, collagen binding; FVIII, factor VIII; R HMW, high molecular weight (VWF); RCo, ristocetin cofactor; VWD, von Willebrand disease; VWF, von Willebrand factor.

---

Fig. 5 An algorithm that describes our von Willebrand disease (VWD) diagnostic approach. The differential approach for types 2A and 2M VWD is specifically highlighted.
these into type 2A (and type 1) VWD datasets. The few discriminatory studies performed suggest that 2A VWD, as a group, may represent a more severe disorder than type 2M VWD, just as hemophilia A may define a more severe hemophilia than hemophilia B.

Therapeutic treatment of types 2A and 2M VWD are currently “identical”—a DDAVP trial may be performed and in either case may or may not show sufficient responsiveness for a particular clinical purpose (e.g., minor surgery, dental extraction)—and if DDAVP responsiveness is not sufficient, both subtypes will be given VWF factor concentrates at the same “dose,” to achieve the “same” target levels of FVIII and VWF:RCo. Moreover, additional therapeutic interventions (e.g., tranexamic acid) will also be similarly applied to both types of VWD.

However, current practice may not reflect the best possible clinical practice. In type 2A VWD, HMW VWF is missing, and thus a better therapeutic approach may be to target replacement therapy using HMW VWF; this may be possible with future formulations of rVWF.\textsuperscript{66} In contrast, 2M VWD is not associated with loss of HMW VWF, and is instead reflective of VWF dysfunction(s) associated with VWF mutations that affect the ability of VWF to effectively function—the VWF in most 2M VWD cases fails to bind platelet GPIb. Thus, in a future landscape, different rVWF formulations may permit a treatment approach that addresses or treats such “specific” defects.

However, such possibility of better-tailored therapy can only eventuate if laboratories and clinicians better recognize the differential that 2A and 2M VWD may represent. Better differential diagnosis of 2A versus 2M VWD will also enable development of evaluable patient cohorts that will in turn permit better identification of differential clinical symptoms, as well as justifying future developments in rVWF development, therapy, and personalizing patient therapy.
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